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TITANS

THE CLUB...

TITANS: The ultimate manifestation of opportunities.
A platform where material and methodological knowledge comes together . We ,the
MBA(MS) 2 years student family proudly introduce the club ‘TITANS’. It was conceived as
the brainchild of Dr. Geeta Sharma (PI) and is yet flourishing with the distinct ideas and
support of students. It is a club by the students and for the students.
Along with numerous opportunities to participate in activities, you can also feel free to
give us feedback and future event ideas. We have already conducted events like role play,
advertisement making competition and quiz. These went by and many more exciting
ones are lined up!!!
Stay in touch with us
through the
upcoming editions,
to be a part of further
fun filled events.
Regards
-TITANS Team

Events at a Glance
AD MAKING COMPETITION
A very stimulating advertisement making
competition was organised in the month of
October. It was coordinated by Pranay
Dewangan and Ayushi Verma of MBA(MS) 2
years. Numerous creative and catchy entries
were submitted. AD’s were judged on the basis
of creativity, group participation marketing
strategy and skills along with time constraints.
Judges for the contest were Dr . Anshu Bhati
and Dr. Geeta sharma . The winning team
constituted of Amit patidar , Bhavita suhanda,
Shashank Choudhary , Shreya jain and
Yash pamnani. It indeed helped in enhancing
the out of box thinking and marketing
proficiency of students.

XQUIZIT
Another accomplishment of TITAN’S was the very informative and brainstorming quiz
held in the month of November. The event was coordinated by bhavita suhanda,
sapna hingorani and Shivani david. It consisted of reasoning, aptitude and business
English . Ample participation from the whole MBA(MS) 2 years made it a grand success.
Pratibha Upadhyay and mahima sharma stood first , Kanishka namdeo and asmita
katare bagged the second position while Siddharth arora and Shruti Solanki occupied
the third one.
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Events at a Glance
INDEPENDENCE DAY
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Faces so bright, a curve of freedom & chin up in pride.
Yes you guessed it right, it was the independence day being celebrated in the name of 'UMANG 2K17'. It all
started with a mind- boggling quiz, A little stress is always good. To bring back some relief for the
scratching heads a patriotic group song was planned. After the soothing song, a play was conducted by
mba ms 2 year students delivering the message of “unity in diversity”.
The celebration made the love for our country go one level up in each one of us.

TEACHERS DAY

If you can read this newsletter today there is a teacher
behind it who taught you how to read, this newsletter was
made because there was a teacher behind it. We are what
we are today because of the upbringing and the teaching we
got in our childhood. Seniors and juniors actively joined
hands to make this day a beautiful one for all the teachers.
Our director sir sang a song and every teacher got involved in
some fun activity apart from teaching. Teacher's day is like a
birthday for all teachers and any birthday is incomplete
without a cake. Your whole life you are either a teacher or
student. If you want to change something you become a
teacher and if you want to learn something you become a
student.

Programme Pinnacles
ROLE PLAY
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William Shakespeare once said "the world is a stage and all the men and women are
merely players". True indeed, all of us are playing multiple roles in our lives. During
forthcoming years we will be expected to play our professional roles. A taste of
tomorrow was given to us all by the event called 'ROLE PLAY'. The topic for the event
was 'The Management Theory Jungle'. Student were assigned roles based on
management which they played with zeal and thirst to learn. It was a great step for
learning management in not so conventional way.

STUDENT's ACHIEVEMENT
Our student Hrydesh Kapoor and his team
secured the first position in inter-departmental
UTD -TABLE TENNIS competition.
They demonstrated an outstanding ability
along with great devotion to the game.

Programme
Pinnacles
PROGRAMME PINNACLES
21ST CENTURY LEARNING
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INNOVATIVE TEACHING

The biggest challenge any teacher faces is capturing the
student's attention, and putting across ideas in such a way that it
stays with them long after they have left the classroom.
The best teachers are those who show you where to look, but not
what to see. The faculties of IIPS have made the students move out
of their comfort zone and explore the inner self. The guidance
of our faculties have provided the students with a new way of
thinking and applying those innovative ideas. Innovative teaching
has helped many students. Hence, it is rightly said that "Changes
call for innovation, and innovation leads to progress".

MOVIE MAKES YOU LEARN
What better way to learn the principles of
management than to watch' CHAK DE INDIA'. by
Dr.Geeta sharma ma'am and 'PURSUIT OF
HAPPINESS' by Dr. Veena dadwani ma'am. A movie
class was planned and the students of MBA MS 2
years decided to convert the LT room in a cinaplex.
Movies have a life time impact on our brain and I
think there was no better way of mixing learn and
fun. If you are happy and learning at the same time
you’ll never forget the lesson learned. The movie
insisted a sense of oneness, taught concepts of
planning and we could see the benefits of taking
risks right in front of our eyes..

STEP AHEAD PRESENTATION
When we hear the word 'class' we think of a room
with 4 walls covering us but veena maam decided to
remove the walls from our class and our minds. The
class was planned in the open parking space behind
the college (chaman vatika) and children really
enjoyed it. It was a new and wonderful experience for
everyone of us. Presentations were given by the
students and what better place can you think of, for
new ideas to enter your brain. Everyone loved the
company of their friends and nature hand in hand.
Each and every student was more confident after the
presentations and also helped and motivated others
to overcome their fears. Suyash gave a wonderful
presentation and was praised by everyone. What a
great way found by MBA ms 2 year students to learn
in the arms of mother nature.

Creative Corner
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THINKING OUT LOUD
FREEDOM...
by Divya Chouhan

A bird flew out of my cage
Leaving a letter beneath her sage
I wonder what she lacked;
With lollies, goodies & glimpse of shimmer,
She was always packed.
"how stupid of her", smiling i said!
Shivering hands reached for the page.
Young she was, but to me, always of a lil age.
The fancy writing gave me numerous ache.
I couldn't get her dream,
So she went to give it a take.
"how stupid of me",sobbing i said!

EXPRESSION
An Illustration on PADMAAVAT,
The most talked about film of the year.

-By
Abhishek Yadav
MBA MS 2 Year
(2nd Sem Student)

Creative Corner
THE REVIEW
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by Drishti Saxena

A calmer you by Sonal Kalra
is an exceptional initiative with
simple answer to the complex issues
and time. It is beautifully simple,
presenting variety of emotions and situation
s that we encounter in our daily lives and helps in
reducing everyday stress and dealing with
small,sometimes trivial things in life that bog
us down. For all those who wish to discover the
inner "calmer self", this book is a must read.

CORPORATE BYTES
INTERVIEW ETTIQUETES
DO'S

DON'TS

Have a good sleep

Be unprepared

Make eye contact

Cross your arms

Sell yourself

Play with your hairs

Relax

under-dress

Sit up straight

Be too intense

Ask questions

Ask about money

Follow-up

Tell lies

By
Vaibhav Jhawar

Editor's Desk
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